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Ranieri BOMBASSEI FRA.SCANI de VETTOR 
Nationality: Italian 
born on 18 February 1947 in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil} 
PROFESSIONAL EXI'ERI£NCE 
f!y rD 
gN f3M/c 
Director (A/2) to the Directorat~GenDal XXIII ''Enterprise Policy, Distributive Trades, 
Tourism and Cooperatives"- Directorate B: Community actions to assist enterprises. 
In charge of: 
.a) Community information to enterprises and Euro Info Centre network and of 
cooperation and partnership with small and medium-sized enterprises (BRE, BC-NET, 
Europartenariat, Interprise); 
b) international relations. Responsible with DG IB (External Relations) for MED-Invesr 
Part A, AL-Invest Part A and, more recently, ASIA-Invest. Part .A. 
Followed the developments which led. to the birth of the WTO. 
-In charge of the preparation, with DG I, of the action plan under the TA.BD (the United 
States). 
- in relation to oo· IA, for action programming, in the field of PHARE. TACJS and 
Russia. 
c) strengthening of competitiveness (access of SMEs to technology and training), 
promotion of subcontracting, in particular at transnational level. 
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